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GARRAN AND HUGHES RESIDENTS ACTION GROUP 
(GAHRAG) 

FEDERAL GOLF CLUB DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL 
  
Part A Concerns with the development proposal   
 
1. Size and location of the proposed development 

The sheer size and location of the proposed development at 125 residences (some multi storey) 
covering an area of around 5.7ha, in a prominent central position on the golf course will significantly 
compromise the character and quality of both the golf course and the surrounding area.  Despite the 
nature of the design employed the proposed development will dominate the aspect from the top of 
Red Hill. 
 
Question: Why has FGC/MBark not provided perspectives and modelling for such a large 
development in a sensitive area to enable a proper assessment of the impacts, particularly the 
multi storey elements? 
 
2. Significant impact on residents 
If allowed to proceed the development would: 
 

(a) totally change the amenity of the area with residential units, roads and parking areas replacing 
park like grass and wooded areas; 

 
(b) bring the clubhouse and associated activities much closer to residents with significant noise 

and light impacts; 
 
(c) condemn residents in the surrounding area to the impacts resulting from a 6 year construction 

period; 
 
(d) significantly affect property values and effectively embargo the property market in the area for 

many years; and 
 

(e) depending on what normal and emergency services access routes are chosen for the 
retirement village there may be increased traffic through Garran, with a worst case scenario 
being Brereton Street and Gowrie Drive being connected resulting in a massive rat run 
between Woden Valley and South Canberra.    
 

Question: Is the number and type of residences dictated by the MBark business model rather 
than the number and type which would be most suitable for the site in terms of protecting the 
environment and amenity? 
 
Question: What are the views of Emergency Services in relation to access routes to the village?  
What do Emergency Services require in relation to connecting Brereton Street Garran with 
the retirement village for fire-fighting access/egress and other emergencies and alternative 
escape routes for residents?  No final decision can be made on the location of the proposed 
development without this information 
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3. Environmental issues 
 
Impacts on the Red Hill Nature Reserve 
Despite steps taken by MBark in the design stage the proposed development will have a range of 
impacts on the critically endangered Red Gum Yellow Box grassy woodland located in the reserve 
together with the associated threatened plant species, and the breeding and/or foraging habitats of 
many of the rare and threatened animal species found in the reserve including a number of rare and 
threatened bird species. These impacts will result from: 

(a) noise and air pollution and the spread of weeds associated with construction work on the FGC 
access road (Gowrie Drive), provision of utilities for the proposed village and construction of 
the residences; 

- Gowrie Drive which is within the nature reserve boundary will require a major upgrade; 
- construction of the residences will be undertaken over a period of 6 years and involve a 

great deal of heavy vehicle movement and use of machinery throughout this period; and 
 

Question: What specific work will need to be undertaken in order to upgrade Gowrie Drive? 
 

 (b) several hundred people residing in close proximity to the nature reserve will lead to:                                        
- increased disturbance to plant and animal habitats and breeding grounds resulting from 

an increase in light, noise and the movement of people and vehicles; 
- further clearing and “scrubbing” of vegetation along the sides of Gowrie Drive (which 

is in a Bushfire Zone) particularly if it is the only access route into the village and golf 
club;  

- adverse impacts on wildlife resulting from pets roaming in the Nature Reserve, noting 
that pet ownership could be restricted by the retirement village rules – guarantee 
required; and 

- spread of weeds from residential plantings, once again noting that this impact could be 
reduced by the retirement village rules – guarantee required. 
 

        It will also be necessary to ensure that the village design and location together with changes      
proposed for golf course facilities and the wishes of retirement village residents do not result 
in any further “scrubbing” of the Nature Reserve for bushfire control purposes.   

 
Impacts within the FGC lease area 
Several important patches of the critically endangered Red Gum Yellow Box grassy woodland are 
located within the FGC lease area.  These are important components of the woodland.  The species 
found within these patches will be subject to the same impacts as outlined above, but to a much 
greater degree due to the close proximity of the proposed development.  
 

(a) One such area to be significantly impacted is immediately adjacent to the proposed 
development. 

 
(b) Construction of the retirement village and the resultant fairway realignments will result in the 

loss of a large number of mature trees on the golf course. 
 

(c) A number of the trees likely to be impacted are hollow bearing trees which must be protected 
as they are important for maintaining bird, possum and bat populations.  
 

Question: Will FGC/MBark provide to the Panel the details and results of formal 
environmental assessments that have been undertaken on the likely impacts of the proposed 
development? 
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Question: What professional assessments have been undertaken to ensure the development 
proposal meets the requirements under Territory Plan (PRZ2) particularly objective (c) 
“Ensure the amenity of adjoining development is not unacceptably affected by the operation of 
sport and recreation facilities, particularly in terms of noise, traffic, parking, privacy and 
outside lighting at night? 
 
4. Cyclists and pedestrians.  
Many cyclists and walkers regularly use Gowrie Drive, the road to the Red Hill lookout and tracks 
on Red Hill.  

- They will be at particular risk during the 6-year construction phase.  
- All cyclists and walkers utilising roads near the golf course will face increased risks to their 

safety due to higher road usage.  
 
5. South Canberra residents.  
 
With previous FGC development proposals, there has been considerable opposition from South 
Canberra residents to any development on the course:  
 
They cite increased traffic flow particularly in Deakin and Forrest, local centre parking difficulties 
and congestion. 
 
These problems will be exacerbated due to the increased size of this proposed development.  
 
Question: What professional studies have been commissioned to assess the impacts of the 
expanded clubhouse and the retirement village on the increase in traffic and usage of Gowrie 
Drive and the Red Hill Lookout Road during the construction and operational phases of the 
proposed development and any consequential impacts on the South Canberra suburbs? 
 
6. Inappropriate location for a retirement village.  
Contrary to the FGC assertions that the proposed retirement village would be welcomed, it fails most 
established design and location criteria for over 55 developments.  
 

(a)It fails the ACT Government “urban infill criteria” which states such development should 
“take -advantage of infrastructure near town centres and along transport corridors, including a 
mix of residential with commercial uses”. 

 
(b)It fails the over 55 quality housing criteria which states that over 55s villages should be 

conveniently located, and supported by infrastructure (public transport, bike/walking paths, 
community services, medical services, shops, etc.). The FGC proposal fails all these criteria. 

 
(c)Bushfire threat - the proposed village is partly within and on the edge of an ACT Emergency 

Services designated high risk Bushfire Zone. 
 
Question: Will a professional report be provided to the Panel on how the proposed 
development meets the key retirement village location and access to services criteria? 
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7. Viability concerns  
 
Water.  
We understand FGC has again faced a problem with meeting the water needs for the golf course 
during the summer months. Supplying water for the course is having a profound impact on the 
Club’s finances and the condition of the course. In the Club’s own words their current position in 
relation to supplying water and the resultant financial impact is “critical”. We acknowledge claims 
that additional dams and stormwater runoff from the 120 residences may to some degree alleviate 
this situation but GAHRAH has serious doubts about this situation being resolved effectively.  
 

(a) The “solution” under the development proposal is limited by geography and cost.  
 

(b) A long dry summer will not provide any meaningful supply to the dams at a time it is most 
needed. 

 
(c) Most other golf clubs in Canberra have access to reliable water supply through perennial 

rivers/streams, lakes, good artesian supply etc. FGC does not have this and will likely have 
continuing reliance on now very expensive potable water. 

 
(d) The low cost of potable water in the past cloaked this problem but the high cost now locked 

into supply presents an enduring and “critical” problem.  
 

This is a key issue which must be examined in detail in the context of an external economic 
analysis of the long term financial viability of the FGC. 
 
The Panel should be provided with copies of FGC financial statements and annual reports 
including membership numbers for the last five years and projected membership numbers.  
What is the administrative cost per member? 
 
Key Development Costs   
A similar concern is for the capacity of the proposed development to absorb costs such as Lease 
Variation and deconcessionalisation charges and the cost of major roadworks. Concerns are held 
over possible reliance by the partners on Government waivers and credits to ensure financial viability 
of the project. There are strongly held community views about the acceptability of waivers and 
credits. 
  
 The Panel, Government and the community need to be satisfied that the proposed development will 
make the FGC financially viable in the long term, and must be assured that future financial woes will 
not be presented as justification for further development in the future.  
 
Question: Will the FGC make available to the Panel (on a confidential basis) all documentation 
including assessments of value, potential betterment charges, deconcessionalisation charges 
and offsite work costs and/or cost offsets and credits (upgrade of Gowrie Drive etc.) to enable 
an assessment of the financial viability of the project and the likelihood of it securing the long 
term financial viability of the FGC?  This assessment to be undertaken by an external 
economic expert. 
The Panel need to be satisfied that the viability of the project and the long term financial 
position of the FGC is assured and not conditional on ACT Government subsidies (unknown at 
this time) before embarking on a demanding analysis of the project.  In additional it is likely 
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that any support of the panel for a non-viable project will be used as an argument to justify the 
grant of subsidies, credits or waiver of normal charges at a later date. 
 
8. Conversion of community assets to private gain.  
There is widespread community opposition to allowing clubs to convert public assets into significant 
benefits for their members. Whilst each case should be assessed on its merits, there is strong 
evidence the FGC proposal does not stand scrutiny. 
  

(a) It seems inequitable that some clubs granted highly concessional access to land for very 
limited purposes should later be allowed to obtain massive benefits that other clubs and 
community groups are excluded from. Golf clubs are clearly the most privileged here because 
of the amount of land they control. 

 
(b) In this case the FGC has been offered by the likely developer, cash and other assets to the 

value of $18m including an extensive new Club House to a value of not less than $8m. 
 

(c) If there is so much profit to be realised from this proposal, it should go to the ACT 
Government and the FGC should make representations to Government for assistance (to be 
assessed as a priority or otherwise) if it cannot or will not raise sufficient funds from its own 
membership.  

 
(d) Given the substantial benefits ensuing to the FGC from this proposal it remains unacceptable 

that further benefits should be considered by way of waiver or other offsets of fees or charges 
for what is clearly a business undertaking. The FGC has received benefits from the ACT 
taxpayer in the past but is still in a precarious financial position.  Any waivers or other offsets 
for fees and other charges would create a precedent for other ACT developments. 

 
A fundamental issue is that if the proposal proceeds, funds from a public asset will be used to offset 
the ongoing costs of the FGC.  Unless the FGC takes decisive action to improve the management of 
its ongoing costs such a capital investment will only delay the inevitable demise of the club. 
 
9. Precedent for future development 
Under the current proposal, the granting of development concessions to the FGC will set a precedent 
for attempts at further developments in the golf course lease area if and when future financial 
problems occur.  Notwithstanding any putting in place of arrangements (which cannot cover all 
contingencies) to try and ensure that this is a “one off” development it will prove much more 
difficult to refuse development approaches in the future when hundreds of retired people living on 
the course are linked to the future viability of the club. 
 
Part B Alternative options for securing the financial viability of the FGC 
GAHRAG wants the FGC to be financially viable into the future but not at the expense of the 
environment or the amenity of the local area. As detailed in Part A the current development proposal 
is unacceptable.  GAHRAG considers that the FGC should explore other options that do not involve 
development in the golf course lease area in the first instance in order to secure its financial viability. 
 
 
10. Membership and management   
While GAHRAG is aware of attempts by the FGC to increase membership and reduce costs in our 
view greater efforts need to be made to increase the membership through such activities as 
membership drives, recruiting events and the use of special membership classes.  Further work could 
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also be undertaken to put the club management on a rigorous business like footing, explore further 
options for reducing costs and give further consideration to raising fees. 
 
Question: What steps has the club undertaken and are planning to undertake in the future to 
increase revenue and reduce costs other than the proposed development? 
 
11. Joining with another group 
There are a number of community groups/licenced clubs operating in the Woden area and wider 
Canberra that have a very large membership and are in a very strong financial position.  A 
merger/partnership arrangement could benefit each of the clubs and their members and provide the 
long term financial security required by the FGC.  Each of the clubs could provide access to their 
facilities for all members under prescribed circumstances, with for instance the FGC establishing a 
special membership class for the licensed club members.    
 
12. Alternative location for the development proposal 
As outlined in Part A there are numerous serious reasons why the current proposed site for the 
retirement village development and the new clubhouse is not suitable.   
 
In our view, if any development is found to be necessary, as a last resort, to secure the financial 
future of the FGC, a site needs to be identified which avoids the unacceptable impacts of the 
proposed development.  For example a site which could be examined in detail is to be found at the 
southern Kitchener Street end of the golf course.  This alternative site is a 2.4 ha section of the FGC 
lease area in combination with part of Garran Block 74, Section 10 of the Territory Plan.  This block 
which is zoned PRZ1 (urban open space) is nearly 6.9 ha in size and contains several large cleared 
areas.  The proposed area is shown on the attached map.  Within the general area a scouting facility 
occupies a small separate Block. 
 
Being a residents group we are extremely mindful of the potential impacts of any proposed 
development on residents and the loss of open space.  We consider it should be possible to design 
and site the development in a way which will not result in significant impacts on residents.  The 
potential available area is over 9ha with the proposed current development covering around 5.7ha.  
In addition consideration must also be given to utilising the several hectares of land on adjacent golf 
holes to further ensure that any development is sufficiently removed from residents’ properties and 
encroaches on as small an area as possible of the urban open space.  Access to the site would be from 
Kitchener Street. 
 
The advantages of placing the retirement village and clubhouse in this location include: 
 

(a) removing the development from the vicinity of the Nature reserve and key components of 
the critically endangered woodland found within the golf course lease area; 

 
(b) not having the retirement village built in a high risk bushfire zone; 

 
(c) placing the retirement village closer to amenities such as hospitals, medical services, 

shops etc. and within easy walking distance of public transport; 
 

(d) providing much easier vehicle access to the club and the retirement village; 
 

(e) locating the club and in particular the clubhouse much closer to populated areas, which 
should make it much more attractive for use for all types of activities; 
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(f) making the club part of the Woden area rather than the facilities sitting on an isolated plot 
within an open space area between suburbs; 

 
(g) removing the risk to cyclists and walkers undertaking recreational activities in and around 

the area of Red Hill; and 
 

(h) removing the need to upgrade Gowrie Drive, which is within the Nature Reserve, and 
ensuring that retirement village residents and club members do not have to access the 
village and the club using a dangerous road located in a high risk bushfire zone.  It would 
also be possible to ultimately close Gowrie Drive to normal traffic thereby providing 
further protection for the Nature reserve and recreational users.  

 
To use part of Block 74, Section 10 the zoning for that part would need to change to a community 
zone.  Given the nature of the proposed development and land types involved it may be preferable to 
employ a Master Plan to further progress the proposed development.  This Master plan could also 
include a land swap mechanism which would enable the land on which the development takes place 
to be included within the FGC area while at the same time facilitating the 10 plus hectares of 
critically endangered woodland located in the northwest corner of the golf course lease area being 
incorporated in the Nature Reserve.     
 
As a prerequisite for the consideration of any “last resort” proposed development on the golf 
course the FGC needs to identify and undertake a thorough and professional assessment of all 
possible candidate sites such as the site referred to above with a view to avoiding the 
unacceptable impacts of the current proposed development. 
 
13. Red Hill Master Plan 
It is clear that the proposed development is likely to have a range of significant impacts on the 
environment and amenity of the surrounding area including the Red Hill nature reserve.  Red Hill is 
not only of great importance to Canberra but is also of likely national significance as recognised by 
its inclusion in the National Heritage nomination.  Red Hill is a critical part of a multifunctional 
urban open space system which is of visual, recreational and ecological significance.  Given the 
potential impact of any large scale development centrally located on the slopes of Red Hill with 
access via an upgraded Gowrie Drive it would be best for the ACT Government to undertake a 
master planning exercise for Red Hill as a whole.  Any proposed developments, including a possible 
retirement village, could then be considered in the context of the planning and management regime 
contained within a Red Hill Master Plan. 
 
 
21 August 2017    
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